


Why your advertising hasn’t brought any results before

Social media and content marketing channels

Why Google and Facebook are still important

Contractors vs. doing ads yourself

Campaign types’ examples

How to identify your channels

Q&A
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Technical and optimization issues

No analytics and conversion tracking

Problems with the content on your website or ad copy

Affordable agencies focus on the tools they are familiar with

Choosing the wrong campaign types within the platforms
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Usually it’s a choice between social media and content/SEO

Facebook: Groups and Business Pages

Time invested to create a community

Organic post reach is decreasing on Business Pages

SEO and Content take months to pay off

Can you invest so much time without hurting your business 
operations?
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Platforms’ enormous audience

53% of shoppers do online research before making a purchase

You can get immediate results if your need sales faster

Self-learning tools for a smarter targeting 
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Facebook user base growth: 1.65% in Q3 2019 

Advertiser base growth: 7m in 2019 vs 6m in 2017 

You have to be smarter about the tools you choose

Some keywords and targetings are more expensive

You might be overpaying unnecessarily 
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Expensive in the beginning

Agencies focus on tools they are familiar with

Up to 100k per year for an advertising agency 

Inhouse talent - extra strain on your budget

Around 70k per year + benefits
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You need to know the right channels to find the right contractor

Limited budget requires a smart approach

More professional conversations with specialists

Be careful about applying case studies to your business
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Having a website opens up lots of opportunities

Lead Ads format on Facebook and Instagram + LinkedIn
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Shopping campaigns on Google and Catalog Sales on Facebook

Facebook Marketplace and Instagram Shopping
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Your customers’ purchasing decision depends on your location

Hyper-local targeting settings

Google Maps ads
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Product and
brand are in demand

Product is in demand but 
the brand is unknown

Customers have a problem and 
don’t know how to solve it

Customers solve their issues but 
you have a better solution

There is no demand for your 
products and solutions

Paintings are awesome. But do you 
know how to hang them? 

You use hammer to drill holes? 
Here’s a better solution

Want to drill a hole in a wall? Use 
this great drill

Buy this drill and get a free 
delivery

Buy our awesome drill
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You should be on the first page of search results

Search ads with brand keywords

Consider adding Bing

Branded searches are cheaper

They will be more expensive for your competitors to use
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You see them all the time

If you have any information about your clients - re-engage them

Old visitors are easier to attract and convince

You can show them the products they have already seen

You can upsell your new goods
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Search Ads and Shopping campaigns for product names

Use competitor keywords

Provide their customers with a juicier offer

Gmail Ads, YouTube and Google Display Network
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You need to create demand for your products

Use social media and Promoted Post option

Content Marketing
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Privacy Audit (by Kaspersky) was a new product in Europe

Client wanted conversions to be 2x cheaper 

Search ads were way too expensive

We tried Facebook and Instagram to tell people about this product

As the result we managed to cut costs 3x while saving client volume

30% lead conversion rate 





Fill out our simple interactive form

Get recommendations on which tools to 
focus

Use recommendations to drive growth and 
scale your advertising 

Sign up for a free demo of the tools we are 
working on



hello@elama.global

http://wizard.elama.global
https://elama.io/

